
C O N T E M P O R A RY

CAORLE



A REFINED GEM  
IN EVERY RESPECT

“Caorle is a beautiful historic town near Venice, but also a handmade collection of cut 
vases and bowls made of blown glass inspired by the beauty of the town. Seemingly 
simple shapes are adorned with deep hand-cut honeycomb patterns, perfectly and 
precisely intertwined to create a spectacular play of light effects on the surface,” 

explains the author. 

Lukáš Jabůrek

AUTHOR

Glassmaker, glass cutter, and art director of Moser between 2008  
and 2018. Winner of the Public Award on the Czech Grand Design 

Awards 2012 for the Pear and Kolorit vase designs.



WATER WORLD, 
OR THE RITE OF 

SPRING?

The singular harmony of underlaid tones of ocean green 
and rose complement both the first spring blossoms on  

a fresh, green branch, or lotuses from a garden pond  
alike. The choice is up to you. 

The ingeniously cut Caorle vase received a prestigious 
award in 2019 for masterful craftsmanship at the 

Tableware International Awards of Excellence in Frankfurt. 
The design was rightfully admired not only for its precise 

optical cut, but also for the combination of internal  
rose and external green tones, giving the vase 

extraordinary depth.



vase / ocean green – rose
14.5 × 30 cm

3211

IT IS NOT ABOUT WHAT YOU SEE, 
BUT HOW YOU LOOK AT IT

Thanks to a clever hexagonal cut, the basic ovate shape of the vase is broken up into 
a mosaic of many possible perspectives on the same reality. The sharp edges of the 
honeycomb-like cells separate individual shards, only to reunite them in a new story. 

vase / ocean green – rose
6.3 × 13 cm

3211

Width (upper rim) × height (cm). Any slight deviations in dimensions or colour are evidence that items are handmade by our master craftsmen.
We are available and happy to answer any enquiries for more information.



SUCCESS DEMANDED CONTINUATION

The Caorle collection became an instant best-seller on its introduction. Therefore, 
we have expanded it with multiple larger bowls and a single small bowl. Their unique 

expression and attractive appearance are possible through the unorthodox composition 
of Moser glass, where a thick layer of sparkling ocean green is precisely underlaid 

with a thin layer of increasingly thinner rose glass. Each shape thus becomes a unique 
solitaire with an air of the exotic. 

Width (upper rim) × height (cm). Any slight deviations in dimensions or colour are evidence that items are handmade by our master craftsmen.
We are available and happy to answer any enquiries for more information.

bowl / ocean green – rose
32.5 × 10 cm

3451

bowl / ocean green – rose
19.3 × 9 cm

3452

small bowl / ocean green – rose
14.5 × 8 cm

3459
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